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Summary
We discuss the potential cosmological role of gravitational wave astronomy as a probe of the
very early universe. The next generation of detectors—now in production—may be able to ob-
serve a stochastic background of gravitational waves produced by violent processes during the
earliest moments after the creation of the universe. Viable theoretical scenarios within detector
sensititivity include strongly first-order phase transitions, possibly at the end of inflation, and
networks of cosmic strings. At this stage, other primordial backgrounds from slow-roll inflation,
global topological defects and the standard electroweak phase transition appear to be out of
range. The discovery of any of these possible cosmological sources will have enormous impli-
cations for our understanding of the very early universe and for fundamental physics at the
highest energies.
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The discovery of the cosmic microwave background radiation was a watershed in modern cos-
mology. The more recent observations of fluctuations in this background provide us with a
detailed snapshot of the universe at about 400,000 years after the Hot Big Bang, just as the
universe became transparent to electromagnetic radiation. The scientific impact of the discov-
ery of the CMBR is difficult to overestimate, yet it serves merely as a useful foil in the context
of this essay. Here, we wish to discuss the prospect of gravitational wave astronomy providing
snapshots, not from a few hundred thousand years, but from the very first fractions of a second
after the creation of the universe. Gravitational radiation easily penetrates the electromagnetic
surface of last scattering and propagates freely to the present day from its time of emission,
which can be as early as the Planck epoch at 10−43 seconds (as illustrated in fig. 1).
The remarkable transparency of the universe to gravitons is due to their very weak coupling
with ordinary matter which makes them extremely difficult to observe. In recent years, pioneer-
ing experiments have been proposed to directly detect gravitational waves using terrestrial and
space-based laser interferometers1. These experiments have been primarily designed to search
for bursts of radiation from astrophysical sources, such as black hole–black hole mergers, but
they also have the potential to detect a stochastic background of gravitational waves produced
by violent processes in the very early universe. Such background noise might at first be an
annoyance for experimentalists, as it was for Penzias and Wilson, but its implications would
be far-reaching because the processes responsible for its creation would undoubtedly involve
physics beyond the standard model. Currently, a number of viable theoretical models produce
detectable gravitational wave backgrounds, including first-order phase transitions, topological
defects, and inflation (refer to fig. 2), but we must not preclude the strong possibility of the
emergence of some fundamentally new physical insight; after all, serendipity and observational
cosmology seem to be habitual associates. Nevertheless, we are not suggesting that this ex-
citing, but somewhat speculative, cosmological scenario should override the solid astrophysical
case which has already been made for the next generation of interferometers. Rather our aim
is to emphasise, with some specific examples, the potential rewards of such a unique probe of
the very early universe.
Stochastic backgrounds of gravitational waves are normally quantified by their relative
spectral density Ωg(f) given at a frequency f , that is, the energy density in gravitational
radiation in an octave frequency bin centred on f relative to the critical density of the universe.
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Observation    f  (Hz)       λ(t  ) (cm)      t   (sec)
  CMBR             10               10                10
  Pulsars             10               10                10
  LISA                10             3x10              10
  LIGO/VIRGO  10             3x10              10
  Planck scale     10               10                10
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Figure 1: A summary of the times probed by the various gravitational wave experiments. For classical,
causal sources emitting sub-horizon scale radiation, the time of emission is calculated by redshifting the
wavelength today back to the causal horizon at emission. For gravitational radiation produced during
inflation (the dashed lines), this procedure gives the time at which a particular wavelength comes back
inside the horizon.
This is directly related to the dimensionless wave amplitude (hc ∝
√
Ωg/f) which is measured
experimentally, except that we must allow for cosmological uncertainties by quoting sensitivities
in terms of Ωgh
2, where ‘little h’ is the rescaled Hubble parameter (0.4 < h < 0.9). At present,
there are four main frequency bands for studying gravitational radiation (each shown in fig. 2).
First, there is the tensor contribution to the microwave background anisotropies detected by
the COBE-DMR experiment2; this implies an upper bound of Ωg < 7 × 10
−11 at frequencies
around 3×10−17hHz. A second upper limit comes from pulsar observations3, since a stochastic
background would lead to timing noise in the incoming periodic signal; this imposes the tighter
constraint, Ωgh
2 < 6× 10−8 at 4× 10−9Hz*. Thirdly, proposed ground-based interferometers
* It should be noted that the statistical veracity of this result has been questioned by recent re-analyses of the
same data suggesting both stronger4 and weaker5. bounds. For the purposes of this essay we shall use the original
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Figure 2: Summary of the potential cosmological sources of a stochastic gravitational radiation back-
ground, including inflationary models, first-order phase transitions and cosmic strings9,10, as well as a
primordial 0.9K blackbody graviton spectrum (the analogue of the blackbody photon radiation). Also plot-
ted are the relevant constraints from the COBE measurements, pulsar timings, and the sensitivities of the
proposed interferometers. Notice that local cosmic strings and strongly first-order phase transitions may
produce detectable backgrounds, in contrast to standard slow-roll inflation models.
will study frequencies around 100Hz with a maximum sensitivity of about Ωgh
2 ≈ 10−7 for
the first LIGO detector6 and Ωgh
2 ≈ 10−10 for the advanced LIGO and VIRGO7 detectors.
Finally, the ambitious space-based interferometer LISA8 will have a sensitivity of Ωgh
2 ≈ 10−10
at about 10−3Hz.
Gravitational radiation produced by classical, causal processes in the early universe will
have a characteristic frequency related to its time of emission since the causal horizon provides
an upper limit on the wavelength. Figure 1 illustrates the implications of this for the LIGO
and VIRGO detectors which remarkably probe times as early as 10−25 seconds, while LISA
potentially looks back to 10−15 seconds.
work3, though simple scaling can be used to accommodate any readjustment.
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Figure 3: (a) Scalar field potential V (φ) for chaotic inflation. Inflation occurs while the field φ slowly
rolls down the potential and ends in reheating when φ finally oscillates about the bottom of the potential.
(b) A potential giving rise to a first-order phase transition. The field φ becomes trapped in the metastable
false vacuum state and then escapes through quantum tunnelling or large thermal fluctuations.
First, however, we focus attention on the quantum creation of gravitational waves during an
inflationary epoch. Inflation is a period of rapid expansion which occurs if the potential energy
of a scalar field dominates the energy density of the early universe. Inflationary scenarios
are popular because they resolve the well-known horizon, flatness and monopole problems
of the standard cosmology. However, probably their most significant testable prediction is
the quantum mechanical production of a nearly scale-invariant spectrum of adiabatic density
perturbations. An important by-product of this process is the parametric amplification of
tensor modes resulting in a background of gravitational waves.
The standard picture for inflation is that the scalar field rolls slowly down its potential as
shown in fig. 3(a), finally ending in the re-heating of the universe when the remaining vacuum
energy is converted into radiation. During this slow-roll regime the amplitude of the spectrum
of gravitational waves produced is proportional to H2, where H−1 is the Hubble radius. After
creation at about 10−35 seconds, a particular mode is driven outside the Hubble radius (or
‘horizon’) by the rapid expansion and it effectively ‘freezes’ until it returns inside the horizon
during the subsequent radiation or matter dominated eras. This process is illustrated by the
dashed ‘super-horizon’ evolution in fig. 1.
The important dynamical fact is that H must decrease monotonically and therefore the
largest contribution to the gravitational wave spectrum is due to modes that were driven outside
the horizon early in inflation and have just come back inside the horizon at the present day.
Fig. 1 shows that these are the frequencies probed by CMBR experiments and the observed
anisotropies can be used to normalize H early in inflation. Once this fact is known, the entire
spectrum can be calculated using the dynamical equations for the scalar field. Assuming that
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the entire COBE signal is due to tensor modes, a weak upper bound on the inflationary signal
can be deduced, that is, Ωgh
2 < 10−14 for frequencies which came inside the horizon before
equal matter-radiation. This is well below the quoted sensitivities of proposed detectors.
In fact, for any realistic slow-roll inflation model the situation is considerably worse and,
paradoxically, the larger the CMBR tensor contribution, the lower the contribution to the
frequencies relevant for direct detection; H must decrease more rapidly in models which have
a large gravitational wave contribution in COBE frequencies11. The actual spectrum for two
simple inflationary models is illustrated in fig. 2. A simple chaotic model has a negligible COBE
signal but an almost flat spectrum with amplitude Ωgh
2 ≈ 10−16 at a few Hz. In contrast, for
a power law inflation model, almost all the COBE signal is due to gravitational waves but the
spectrum falls very rapidly to an amplitude of only Ωgh
2 ≈ 10−24 by the LISA frequency band.
While the prospects for detecting gravitational waves from standard slow-roll inflation
seem poor, there are a number of alternative scenarios which can produce a detectable signal.
These include speculative superstring-inspired models12 and also those which do not end in the
standard re-heating scenario. Extended inflation13 and hybrid inflation14 exit through a phase
transition which provides an extra, potentially more powerful source of gravitational waves if
this final transition is strongly first-order15.
A simple potential for a first-order phase transition is illustrated in fig. 3(b); the field
becomes trapped in a metastable local minimum of the potential—the false vacuum—before
the transition to the true vacuum takes place by bubble nucleation and growth (as shown in
fig. 4). When these bubbles collide copious amounts of gravitational radiation can be emitted,
particularly if the relative velocity of the bubble walls is highly relativistic as in a strongly first-
order phase transition. For an extended inflation model, the contribution to the gravitational
wave background from such a transition could be as high as Ωgh
2 ≈ 10−8 − 10−9 and it would
lie in the LIGO/VIRGO sensitivity range if the re-heat temperature of the universe was close
to 108GeV or 109GeV. We have included a crude sample spectrum for such a model in fig. 2.
First- and second-order phase transitions are a generic phenomena in cosmology since
spontaneously broken symmetries are now an integral part of modern particle physics. If
the standard electroweak phase transition were strongly first-order, then there would be a
contribution of about Ωgh
2 ≈ 10−9 around a frequency of 10−3Hz, inside the LISA band with
a detectable amplitude16 (see fig. 2). Unfortunately, the minimal standard model is currently
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True vacuum 
False vacuum
Figure 4: A strongly first-order phase transition can produce a stochastic background of gravitational
waves. The nucleated bubble walls expand at highly relativistic velocities and complete the transition to
the true vacuum through violent collisions.
believed to have only a weakly first-order transition with the bubble walls reaching velocities
well below the speed of light; estimates in this case,17 yield only Ωgh
2 ∼ 10−22 . Nevertheless,
there are a number of well-motivated extensions to the standard model (like supersymmetry)
which could entail symmetry-breaking just above the electroweak scale; if strongly first-order,
such phase transitions would create a distinctive and detectable LISA signal. Fortuitously from
this point of view, LISA has a very interesting frequency response range.
Symmetry breaking phase transitions in the early universe will also inevitably produce
topological defects of one form or another (refer to the recent review18). Of particular interest
in our context are line-like defects, known as cosmic strings, formed at a grand-unification scale
(10−35 seconds). Due to their large mass per unit length (typically µ ∼ 1022g cm−1), such
strings provide a viable mechanism for seeding the formation of large-scale structure19,20. A
string network has been shown in numerical simulations21,22 to evolve towards a self-similar
scaling regime in which the number of strings per horizon volume remains fixed (see fig. 5). The
network maintains this constant relative density by creating loops which oscillate relativistically
and decay radiatively. For local cosmic strings, this loop decay channel is gravitational waves,
thus creating a stochastic background over a vast range of frequencies from 10−13Hz to 1010Hz.
Under mild assumptions about the loop emission spectrum and the particle content of the
universe, the radiation background due to loops created in the radiation era has a flat spectrum
with amplitude Ωgh
2 ≈ 10−8 for frequencies between 10−9Hz and 1010Hz. In contrast, the
background produced in the matter era is sensitive to the loop spectrum. If this spectrum is
not cut-off by radiation backreaction23, then loop radiation can feed into higher (∼ 10−8Hz)
frequencies, because it does not feel the full impact of the redshifting after the time of equal
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Figure 5: The scale-invariant evolution of a string network is maintained by small loop creation; the
oscillating loops then decay into a stochastic background of gravitational waves. One horizon volume of a
radiation era simulation is shown containing about 40 long strings22.
matter-radiation9. Interestingly, it is precisely these frequencies that are relevant for the pulsar
timing experiments3,4,5. Using an appropriately truncated loop spectrum and the dimensionless
string parameter normalised to COBE24, Gµ/c2 ≈ 10−6, the predicted radiation background
can be calculated numerically10 as shown in fig. 2. Alternatively, if one assumes that Gµ/c2
is arbitrary, then the pulsar timing experiment3 can be used to deduce the bound Gµ/c2 <
3.5(±0.8)× 10−6.
The contribution from cosmic strings to the frequency ranges relevant for direct detection
is likely to be slightly lower than that for pulsar timing. This is due to particle mass thresholds,
where the number of relativistic degrees of freedom N decrease, effectively diluting the relative
contribution of any pre-existing decoupled radiation. The cosmic string spectrum shown in
fig. 2 illustrates this effect with a gradual rise at frequencies around 10−4Hz. This is caused by
particle annihilation near the QCD and electroweak phase transitions. If the particle physics
model has more degrees of freedom at higher energies there could be other steps associated with
other phase transitions. However, the dependence onN is reasonably weak and therefore we can
conservatively estimate that Ωgh
2 > 5.0× 10−9 at 10−3Hz and Ωgh
2 > 1.0× 10−9 at 100Hz for
Gµ/c2 ≈ 1.0×10−6. We note also that very precise determinations of the stochastic background
from cosmic strings at different frequencies would measure N in different cosmological epochs,
providing fascinating insight into the particle content of the early universe (at times much
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earlier than the electroweak phase transition using LIGO or VIRGO).
Finally, we should note that there are other types of topological defects which do not pro-
duce such a large gravitational wave background, notably those formed when global symmetries
are broken. For global cosmic strings, which primarily radiate Goldstone bosons, a simple cal-
culation suggests that gravitational radiation will be suppressed by approximately four orders
of magnitude relative to local strings, as illustrated in fig. 2. It is likely that a background
produced by other global defects, such as global textures, will be likewise suppressed.
We have summarized the potential cosmological sources of gravitational waves and con-
cluded that, of the candidates already proposed, strongly first-order phase transitions, possibly
at the end of inflation, and local cosmic string networks provide tangible hope of direct de-
tection. On the other hand, slow-roll inflation, global topological defects and the standard
electroweak phase transition create signals which appear to be too weak. However, it is impor-
tant to note that the study of gravitational wave emission in the early universe is a relatively
unexplored domain. In light of the dramatic technological advances being made by experi-
mentalists, the time is clearly ripe for more detailed quantitative studies of the characteristic
signals produced by cosmological sources. Moreover, such theoretical foresight could positively
influence observational strategies.
To conclude, then, it is clear that gravitational waves can potentially provide a unique and
unparallelled probe of the very early universe. The proposed interferometers, both terrestrial
and space-based, and improved pulsar timings could rule out or severely constrain a number
of viable theoretical models. On the other hand, the detection of a primordial background of
gravitational waves would have a profound impact on our understanding of high energy physics
and cosmology, providing an unprecedented view of the earliest moments of our Universe.
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